Abstract. Our ongoing investigation of how 'Pillars' and other structure form in molecular clouds irradiated by ultraviolet (UV) stars has revealed that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is strongly suppressed by recombination in the photoevaporated outflow, that clumps and filaments may be key, that the evolution of structure is well-modeled by compressible hydrodynamics, and that directionality of the UV radiation may have significant effects. We discuss a generic, flexible set of laboratory experiments that can test these results.
Introduction
The Eagle Nebula is a molecular cloud irradiated by ultraviolet (UV) stars, and like other molecular clouds (Brandner, 2000) displays remarkable evolving structure, in particular its famous 'Pillars' and smaller 'EGGS' (Hester, 1996; Pound, 1998) . Our ongoing investigation of the formation of such structures (Ryutov et al., 2002) involves a combination of theory, computer simulations, and laboratory experiments that mock up key aspects of the relevant physics. Our investigation to date suggests clear directions for such experiments.
Among the results of our work to date are the following: (1) recombination of ionized H in the tenuous outflowing photoevaporated (ablated) material suppresses Rayleigh Taylor growth (A. Mizuta, this issue); this suggests a key role for the preexisting clumpy, filamentary structure typical of molecular clouds. (2) Direct drive laser experiments at currently available energies allow experiments that address the clump/filament model, and also address observations of the Pillars. (3) Some structure formation may be due to effects of the directionality of the UV radiation -the tilted radiation instability (TR; D. Rytuov et al., 2003) and general directed radiation (DR) effects. (4) Experiments at higher energy lasers or pulsed-power machines may allow us to study such directionality effects, using a 'flashlight' drive from a radiation cavity (hohlraum). Experiments using direct laser illumination (direct drive) may allow directionality experiments at currently available facilities, if the distance between the absorption (critical) surface and the ablation front remains small enough to preserve the directional character of the incoming radiation. 
A Generic, Flexible Set of Laser Experiments
We can select from a generic, flexible set of laser experiments to address critical issues in the formation of structures in molecular clouds. Figure 1 shows a generic target and two choices for drive -direct laser illumination and indirect illumination via a hohlraum. In experiments, we represent the molecular cloud by a uniform background material such as C foam, within which we embed rods (filaments) or spheres (clumps) of a denser material such as C (graphite). Initial surface (facing the drive) or other perturbations can be added to trigger RayleighTaylor or Richtmyer-Meshkov hydrodynamic instabilities. Varying the density contrast between the cloud and the embedded material can be used to produce differential dynamic response of the target, in particular to shocks. At laser facilities, compared to indirect drive, direct drive generally allows a simpler target, a longer pulse (permitting more evolution of structure), and higher total energy delivered to the target, which may permit testing aspects of the experiments at smaller lasers.
The surface of the target can be tilted with respect to the average normal direction of the drive, allowing investigation of TR and DR. Directionality experiments may be possible with direct drive if the standoff distance L c (the distance from the critical surface to the ablation front, between which the drive energy is transported by electron conduction) remains small enough that the ablation front still sees directional effects. Finally, a hohlraum flashlight drive possible at a higher energy facility may allow greater directionality without the complicating issue of the standoff distance.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , preliminary simulations and other design work suggests a set of five experiments. A single embedded filament or clump may produce a final structure with a number of diagnosable features. In particular, a filament may produce a structure similar in appearance to a Pillar. Such experiments allow a two-step comparison of embedded filament/clump models to detailed velocity and density data for the Pillars of the Eagle Nebula (Pound, 1998) . First, we confirm that simulations reproduce diagnosable features. Second, having validated our simulations, we then compare the detailed density and velocity information in these
